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Launch of “Sirocco” – CPU Cooler
Extreme Performance CPU Cooler for Intel™ and AMD™ CPU with TDP over 200W

HONG KONG, 2 October 2018
Thermal Solutions specialist GELID Solutions unveils the latest extreme performance CPU cooler for Intel™
and AMD™ CPU. The Sirocco is a product of GELID Solutions GAMER product line.
The Sirocco comes with the super-star mix of cooling technologies. The advanced copper-based heatsink
utilizes the powerful set of 6 U-Stacked heat pipes to provide the most efficient heat distribution over the
heatsink elements. The joints between heat pipes and fins are all soldered to ensure perfect thermal contact
and to support stronger mechanical integrity. The special Shark-Tooth Edge profiling is applied to fins and also
fine-tuned to substantially reduce noise for high and ultra-high RPM fan settings. Additionally, the top-class
nickel plating enhances the heatsink per-fin efficiency and improves durability. As the result, the Sirocco fully
supports TDP over 200W and features an overkill CPU cooling solution for pro gamers and overclockers.
A 120mm Smart RGB LED fan with the ultra-durable Double Ball Bearing and the intelligent GELID PWM
(Pulse Width Module) compliments the heatsink. The intelligent GELID PWM operates the fan in extended
speed range from 750 RPM to 2000 RPM, it constantly keeps the fan silent but accelerates speed whenever
additional cooling is needed. The saw-tooth fan blades are optimized for high-pressure performance curve
characteristics and designed to deliver super high air flow even at lower speed. The fan also integrates 9
full-color RGB LED with smart control and fosters vivid RGB LED lighting experience. With the 2 sets of fan
mounts, a second fan can be installed to lift up the cooler performance even higher. Additionally, the
multi-award winning high performance GC-Pro thermal compound is already included in the package.
Enhanced mounting clips for multiple AMD™ CPU sockets AM2, AM2+, AM3, AM3+, AM4, FM1, FM2 and for
Intel™ CPU LGA 775, 1366, 1155, 1156, 1150, 1151 sockets, as well as the back plate for AMD™ and Intel™
mainboards are all included too.
The cooler is RoHS and WEEE conform and carries a 5 year warranty.
“The Sirocco CPU Cooler is a big step forward in our GAMER product line. Along with bold design, it is
fine-tuned in every detail and boasts a perfect mix of super-charged heatsink and full-color RGB LED fan. All
this makes the Sirocco a real godsend for gamers, modders and overclocking enthusiasts”, said Gebhard
Scherrer, Sales Director of GELID Solutions Ltd.
The Sirocco i s available now and has a MSRP of USD 62 or Euro 52.99.
If you are interested in reviewing this product please email your inquiry.
For further product information please visit www.gelidsolutions.com
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About GELID Solutions Ltd
GELID Solutions Ltd. is a Hong Kong based company with Swiss Management. GELID designs and
manufactures thermal solutions, CPU & VGA coolers, fans, and other computer hardware for gamers and
silent enthusiasts. For more information visit www.gelidsolutions.com

